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Abstract: A well-designed and structured ADR system can be used as a strong tool to combat corruption effectively and eventually lead to successful conviction of illicit enrichment crime. The main objective of this study is to identify the practical significances and challenges of implementing the ADR law in combating illicit enrichment in Ethiopia and forwards the recommendations for the identified issues. In order to achieve the research aims, the author employed the combination of doctrinal and empirical legal research approach. Accordingly, this article analyzed both primary and secondary data sources. Then, the data were analyzed and interpreted to draw conclusions. Based up on the research findings, it argues that the Ethiopian ADR law has not comprehensively designed to combat illicit enrichment crime. Besides, it was poorly implemented in fighting illicit enrichment crime in Ethiopia. Thus, this article recommends different measures to be taken into account by the government, law enforcement and FEACC so as to enhance the effective implementation of the ADR law in combating illicit enrichment in Ethiopia.
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1. Introduction

Corruption constitutes one of the most serious problems that the world is facing today [1]. This phenomenon is found in all countries but it is in the developing world that its effects are most destructive [1]. In this regard, Ethiopia is not exceptional to these issues [2].

In order to curb corruption problems, various international and regional anticorruption instruments and strategies are adopted and came into force with the intention of preventing and combating corruption in a coordinated manner. Among other anti-corruption strategies, Asset Disclosure and Registration (ADR) scheme have been recognized internationally and regionally by anti-corruption instruments as a means of ensuring integrity in public service [3]. For example, Article 8 of United Nations Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC) addresses in general terms the need for states parties to ensure probity in public office. Specifically, Article 8(5) requires States Parties to establish systems that require public officials to declare, inter alia, “their outside activities, employment, investments, assets and substantial gifts or benefits” [3]. Among the regional anti-corruption instruments, Article 7(1) of the African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption (AUCPCC) also provides a similar requirement for public officials to declare their assets before, during, and after serving in public office [3]. These Conventions accept the significant role of assets disclosure by public official’s plays in combating corruption crimes and related offences in the public service.

Ethiopia is a party to most international and regional anti-corruption instruments. It has signed and ratified UNCAC [4] and the AUCPCC [5]. To ensure its commitments under those conventions, the government of Ethiopia has promulgated Assets Disclosure and Registration (ADR) Procl. No.668/2010 in April 2010 and illicit enrichment crime under Article 21 of Corruption Crimes Procl. No.881/2015 [6]. Thus, the Ethiopian ADR law has been envisaged to avoid possible conflict of interest and prevention of corruption crimes as well as to assist in the detection, investigation, and prosecution of underlying act of illicit enrichment of the
public officials’ who have acquired wealth corruptly [7].

Even though Ethiopia has enacted ADR law and other anti-corruption laws, it is important to note that corruption acts persist as a pressing issue in Ethiopia. From the Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) data released by TI, there is CPI data that gives a score and ranks of the countries in the world including Ethiopia, with data for Ethiopia from 2016-2018, as captured below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>34/100</td>
<td>108/176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>35/100</td>
<td>107/180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>34/100</td>
<td>114/180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: TI/www.transparency.org/cpi (May, 2019)

From the above table, corruption had been remaining as a serious problem in Ethiopia. Thus, any score below 50 on the CPI indicates serious levels of public sector corruption. Moreover, according to World Justice Project Rule of Law on 2019 Index, Ethiopia was ranked 118th out of 126 countries with a score of 0.39 [9], where any score below 0.40 on the rule of law index indicates weaker adherence to the rule of law. In addition, one study also indicates that, “small number of illicit enrichment cases were investigated and prosecuted at Federal level” [10]. He also noted that, “the federal government was far behind to prosecute those who are enriching themselves suddenly in unlawful manner”. Hence, all of the above data and research indicates that corruption crime is the major problems in Ethiopia. In contrast, Alemayehu noted that, “the effectiveness of the Ethiopian government in combating corruption crimes has been increased and level of corruption perception index decreased at steady level post the enactment of the ADR law and increased cleanness of corruption crimes in the country” [11]. Therefore, the key question to be answered in this article is that whether Ethiopian ADR law has been adequately designed to battle illicit enrichment crime or not.

Against this background, this Article is intended to examine the practical significances and challenges of implementing the ADR law in combating illicit enrichment in Ethiopia. To do this, the study employed the combination of doctrinal and empirical legal research approach in utilizing both primary and secondary data sources. Thus, the former was used to in-depth analysis of the laws in relation to the subject matter of the research, while as the later was used to examine the practical application of the law in society. Accordingly, relevant international instruments, Ethiopian laws, books, articles, cases, reports, relating to the matters were reviewed along with key informants interview selected purposively from FEACC (Federal Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission), FAG (Federal Attorney General), and FPC (Federal Police Commission).

The structure of this article goes in the following manner. Following this first section, the second section of the discussion tries to provide the general concepts of the ADR system. The third section identifies the practical significances and challenges faced under the existing Ethiopian ADR law in combating illicit enrichment crime. As usual, the article ends up with conclusion and recommendations on ways forward.

2. The General Conceptual Framework of Assets Disclosure and Registration System

2.1. Conceptualizing Assets Disclosure and Registration System

ADR has no commonly accepted and single definition. Since the term reflects the social, political, economical and cultural contexts in which it is being operated, its contents may vary from country to country and even within a country from time to time based on the changes in government anti-corruption policy. Despite this, there are attempts to define the term. For instance, Rossi, Laura and Tammar defined the terms as, “a mechanism by which a public official must periodically submit information about his or her income, assets, liabilities, and/or interests”[12]. ADR also referred to as asset disclosure, income and asset declarations, wealth reporting, and interest declarations. Further, the terms refer to “the entire process of disclosing assets, and interests, from the blank form to submission, verification, and sanctioning” [13].

ADR frameworks are not new. Its systems began to evolve into modern form after the Second World War [14]. In the 1960s, due to corruption scandals in places like the United States of America, Hong Kong and the Netherlands’, governments changed its direction to ADR system as one mechanism of prevention of corruption [15]. Following the USA, the UK House of Commons introduced the register of interests in 1974, while other European countries followed suit with laws of their own in the early 1980s [16]. “The global number of ADR laws spiked dramatically in the 1990s as the cold war ended and many other countries in the former Soviet Bloc adopted new constitutions along with the newly-independent nation-states of Africa” [14]. As Vargas and Schlutz indicated, the ADR regulation has greatly expanded across all the country since 1996s to 2012s [17].

In spite of growth both in the number of countries with ADR laws and in the role that the disclosure plays in international efforts to fight corruption, it is worthy to note that ADR provisions have not always translated into effective systems [17]. Thus, its implementation is often leaving a large gap between the system “in law” and “in practice” in different countries [17].

2.2. The Purpose of Assets Disclosure and Registration System

The importance of the ADR system in fighting corruption is increasing day by day, through monitoring the development and changes of the public officials’ wealth. As Burdescu et al rightly put, “ADR can play two important
roles within broader anti-corruption efforts: prevention, and law enforcement” [14]. In the preventive function, “the ADR system seeks to prevent corruption through increasing the sense of responsibility and accountability to public officials, where they are required to disclose their assets and benefits periodically subject to sanctions in case of abstain to comply with it”[18]. Besides, the law enforcement role of the ADR is to assists the investigation and prosecution of corruption crimes as a source of information which will be easier to reveal the cover off the required information or data related the public official [17].

2.3. Models of Assets Disclosure and Registration System

Many considerations should be taken into account in designing the ADR system. As Burdescu et al noted that, “the scope of implementation, making balance between the public right to know and the right of privacy of individuals, how to control the monitoring of compliance and verification, budgetary and the qualified personnel are crucial to run the ADR system” [14]. Besides, designing according to objectives is also another major consideration on how to know which model can meet the size of corruption [18].

Ironically, a model of ADR is determined depending on the legal framework and objectives of ADR systems. Thus, three main models worldwide have been identified [13]. These are: “the illicit enrichment, conflict of interest and the mixed model. Illicit Enrichment Model is primarily focus on the prevention, detection, investigation or prosecution of illicit enrichment”[18]. In this system, declarations are planned to capture information that will enable the tracking of an official’s wealth to detect any unusual assets or income not attributable to salary or other legitimate source [13]. Conflict of Interest Model is a sort of warning or caution to conflict of interest. It offers assistance to avoid situations which may lead to such conflict and to ensure that the filler is not subjected to accusations or suspicions of bias or corruption [18]. The third model is a combination of illicit enrichment and conflict of interest models. That is to say, it has the preventive role side-by-side with the law enforcement of detection of illicit enrichment. Thus, it aims to reduce the conflict of interest and detecting the wealth of the public officials, join the investigation and assist prosecution of corruption crimes.

2.4. Principles for an Effective Assets Disclosure and Registration System

As highlighted above, recognizing the potential of the ADR system in combating corruption, the 2003 UNCAC agreement stipulated that all signatories should establish mechanisms to compel public officials’ to report “to appropriate authorities (…) their outside activities, employment, investments, assets and substantial gifts of benefits” [3]. Despite this, there are, as yet, no specific international standards detailing how the ADR regimes are best designed, implemented and monitored [18]. Over the last decade, however, an emerging consensus has identified several core principles for the establishment of effective ADR mechanisms [20]. Accordingly, consistent with international standards and the preventive measures for governments outlined in Chapter III of the UNCAC, TI identified the following core principles for an effective and legally based ADR system based on its previous publications in this area [21]. These principles are: (a) Clear Objectives; (b) Coverage of Public Officials; (c) Content and Comprehensiveness of Declarations; (d) Filling Frequency and Submission of Declarations; (e) Verification Mechanisms; (f) Public Access; and (g) Enforcement and Sanction.

3. The Role of Assets Disclosure and Registration Law in Combating Illicit Enrichment Crime in Ethiopia

Despite its infancy, no doubt that the ADR system might be plays a significant roles and made positive progress in the effective administration of corruption crimes in Ethiopia. Practically, there are certain potentials of the ADR scheme in combating illicit enrichment crime. Some of the evident significant are discussed below.

3.1. Potentials of Assets Disclosure and Registration Law in the Detection, Investigation and Prosecution of Illicit Enrichment Crime

It is undisputable that illicit enrichment is difficult crime to prove, and it is undetectable by traditional investigation mechanisms. Further, being a consensual crime committed by powerful individuals, there are serious problems in obtaining concrete evidence against corrupt officials. It is only the abnormal or unusual increases or changes on the wealth indicate an occurrence of suspicious act of illicit enrichment [19]. Due to such difficulty of detecting and prosecuting illicit enrichment, many jurisdictions including Ethiopia choose to implement the ADR system as an alternative mechanism to combat illicit enrichment by monitoring and flagging significant changes in appointees, elected persons and public servants wealth that cannot be explained by legitimate income [13]. For instance, the ADR proclamation authorizes “the FEACC to report any evidence or any reasonable suspicions of criminal activity by appointees, elected persons and public servants to the law enforcement, upon verifying the declarations” [7]. This provision is crucial because it indicates the relevance of declarations in initiating the process of investigating and prosecuting appointees, elected persons and public servants for corruption crimes.

Despite the fact that the ADR endeavor is its infancy, it is contributing its lion share to the effectiveness of law enforcement activities in Ethiopia [22]. During my field work, I asked the key informants to describe the practical significance of the ADR scheme in the detection, investigation and prosecution of illicit enrichment crime in Ethiopia. One of the key informants from the ADR directorate told this researcher that, “information provided in the ADR form of appointees, elected persons and public
servants has been used by police and prosecutor as an additional investigatory tool during investigations of illicit enrichment crime” [23]. This can be substantiated by report of FEACC. Accordingly, as annual report produced by the FEACC indicated, “165 of the registered assets forms of appointees, elected persons and public servants have already been used by the justice bodies for investigation purposes” [24]. In addition, other key informants from the police and prosecutor reveal that, “ADR will accelerate the investigation of illicit enrichment allegation and assist in easing the evidence gathering process in the efforts that are underway to investigate and prosecute it” [25]. Further, they said that, “ADR scheme will serve as supportive or corroborative evidence to file illicit enrichment charges as well as in the litigation of it in the court” [25]. This is evident from the cases of Oromia Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission Prosecutor v. Zelalem Jemane et al., [26]and Federal Attorney Prosecutor v. Zenaye Tamena, [27] which the public prosecutor has produced asset declared form by defendants pursuant to ADR proclamation as one supportive evidence under the list of documentary evidence.

In general, as it can be understandable from the above interviewees, reports and cases, ADR scheme form filled by appointees, elected persons and public servants may be used as cause for an investigation; as assistance in an investigation, and as evidence in the prosecution of illicit enrichment crime.

3.2. The Challenges Facing Assets Disclosure and Registration System in Combating Illicit Enrichment Crime in Ethiopia

As we already stated above, ADR system has made some significant roles and positive progress in combating illicit enrichment so as to assist in the effective administration of corruption crimes. However, its effective implementation is not free from challenges. Thus, there are certain challenges that have affected the ADR system in combating illicit enrichment. According to this study, some of these challenges are discussed below.

3.2.1. Assets Disclosure and the Right to Privacy

The right to privacy can be regarded as main challenges to the ADR system. There is a debate and contention between the rights to privacy and the public interest in access to information regarding an appointee, elected person and public servant assets [13]. Accordingly, here, there are two arguments for and against public disclosure of information submitted by appointees, elected persons and public servants among scholars. Those authors that favor disclosure of registered assets hold the view that, “public access to registered assets by an appointee, elected person and a public servant is associated with lower levels of perceived corruption”;[28] “reinforce public scrutiny; increase deterrent effect, and promote greater effectiveness of ADR system so that its objectives to prevent and combat corruption will be achieved in advance” [13]. Some other authors in the second view, on the other hand, claim that, “a public disclosure is the infringement of the right to privacy” [29]. There is no doubt that the privacy of an appointee, elected person and a public servant is infringed as their private lifestyles and business are made public and subjected to public scrutiny.

In Ethiopia, the above mentioned hot debate between the need for public disclosure and the right to privacy may also poses a problem from the reading of Article 12(1) of the proclamation [7]. Though the practice is different (we shall see the detail on this issue under section 3.2.6), the law requires all registered assets of an appointee, elected persons and public servants has to be open to the public. During my field work, the respondents were asked whether the ADR law considered as a challenge and infringement of the right to privacy of an appointee, elected persons and the public servants. Thus, according to interview held with the key informants, “ADR law does not contradict with the right to privacy of an appointee, elected person and the public servant” [25, 30]. The respondents further said that, “as per the FDRE Constitution, the right to privacy is subject to limitation only in compelling circumstances and in accordance with specific laws whose purposes shall be the safeguarding of national security or public peace, the prevention of crimes or the protection of health, public morality or the rights and freedoms of others” [31].

According to this provision, preventing and exposing unexplained wealth of appointees, elected persons and the public servants are serious and legitimate public interests which may restrict the right to privacy. In Ethiopia, it is possible to surmise that there is strong constitutional justification to impose disclosure of an appointee, elected person and public servant assets for the public. As it is stated above, however, they seek to strike a balance between the infringement of privacy and the need to prevent corruption crimes in general and illicit enrichment crime specifically.

3.2.2. Human Rights and Constitutional Challenges to Illicit Enrichment Crime

Human rights and constitutional challenges often arise in relation to the criminalization and prosecution of illicit enrichment. It has been challenged for violating the constitutional presumption of innocence as it supposedly shifts the onus of proof from the state to the accused, who is required to prove his or her innocence [12].

In Ethiopia, the presumption of innocence is a fundamental principle of human rights and criminal justice, as in other legal systems. The FDRE constitution guarantees the presumption of innocence during criminal trial. It is provided for under Article 20(3) of the FDRE constitution, which states that, “during proceedings accused persons have the right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty according to law and not to be compelled to testify against themselves” [31]. This right is not only founded in the FDRE Constitution but also in various international instruments which are integral parts of Ethiopian’s law envisage the standard of proof beyond a reasonable doubt in criminal cases [31, 32].

Under Article 13 of the ADR proclamation, it is provided that,
“any asset of an appointee, an elected person or a public servant not registered in accordance with this proclamation shall, in the absence of proof to the contrary, be considered as an unexplained property for the purpose of applying the provisions of Article 419(2) of the criminal code (as amended by Corruption Crimes Proclamation No.881/2015, Article 21)”.

Accordingly, the presumption made for non-registration of assets of appointees, elected persons or public servants will be treated as an offence of illicit enrichment. Thus, this presumption of non-registration of assets and fake registration of assets allows for an investigation initiated under the Corruption Crimes Proclamation No.881/2015 and the defendant can be punished under the same proclamation if he found guilty. The burden will be shifted to the shoulder of the defendant that he or she needs to prove that the excessive property has been obtained through legal means. Upon an unsatisfactory explanation during the court proceeding, “the defendant shall be punished with simple imprisonment not exceeding five years and fine, or in serious cases, with rigorous imprisonment not exceeding five years and fine not exceeding Birr five thousand”.

It is worth noting that, Article 20(3) of the FDRE constitution does not provide an exception to the presumption of innocence and permits reverse onus provisions in certain circumstances. In precise terms, it does not provide for how and when the presumption of innocence could be subject to limitation. As a result of this loophole in the constitution, there is a contested and unresolved debate among legal scholars about whether illicit enrichment in Ethiopian anti-corruption law violates human rights and constitutional values enshrined in the FDRE Constitution [33]. Accordingly, some scholars consider “the shifting of the burden of proof as some sort of infraction against the principles of presumption of innocence enshrined in the FDRE constitution and its constitutional values” [34]. They argued on the ground that the reversal of the burden of proof violates the defendant’s right to due process. On the contrary, other author like Meskele, disagrees with the conclusion that, “illicit enrichment violates human rights, and considers presumption of innocence as not absolute principle” [35]. She argued that, “illicit enrichment crime and their reverse onus clauses are compatible with the presumption of innocence envisaged under Article 20(3) of the FDRE constitution”.

In the opinion of the author of this article, the second argument is more tenable. It is important to stress that, the use of presumption would be necessary to combat corruption for several reasons [36]. First, the fact that a defendant has accumulated wealth does not prove corruption. Nevertheless, the presumption can be a best tool to battle corruption and likely to result in more successful prosecutions for corruption and be a deterrent. Secondly, since corruptions are consensual crimes committed by powerful individuals, there are serious difficulties in terms of evidence gathering. Thirdly, the source of wealth and how the defendants got it is largely within the knowledge of the defendants and difficult for the prosecution to establish. Fourth, even where direct evidence of the actus reus is obtained, the mens rea may be hard to prove where a defendant claims that they though the payment was a gift [37].

Akin to Ethiopia, in countries like Hong Kong that do not have an express exception to the principles of presumption of innocence in their legislation, illicit enrichment provisions have been found still to be constitutional. For instance, in the case of Attorney General v. Hui Kin Hong [38], the court ruled that, “shifting of burden of proof on a defendant would not be in breach of the presumption of innocence since it is no more than a necessary part of preserving the balance of fairness between the accused and the prosecutor in matters of evidence.”

Furthermore, the court of appeal of Hong Kong found that, “the reverse onus provision under section 10(1)(a) was justifiable in light of the nature of the offence and the inherent difficulty of obtaining adequate evidence, and thus was consistent with the Bill of Rights of Hong Kong” [39].

If interpreted in this manner, the conclusion is that the offence of illicit enrichment under Ethiopian anti-corruption law does not violate the human rights and other constitutional values granted to the accused person in the FDRE Constitution.

3.2.3. Absence of Lifestyle Checks

Lifestyle checks are examines into whether the lifestyle of an appointees, elected persons and the public servants is manifestly out of proportion to his or her known income [12]. Thus, for detecting illicit enrichment, one assesses the lifestyle of these persons by adding up all assets he or she owns [21]. They are undertaken by inquiring the assets, activities, and expenditures of appointees, elected persons and public servants. This involves an examination of the financial activities of the public official or public servants, which may extend to a valuation of immovable property and vehicles, verification of income, stocks, nature of schools attended by children, loan and tax payments, travel, extravagant parties, family background checks, and other expenditures [12, 18]. If the income mismatches the lifestyle, there is at least a suspicion that this an appointees, elected persons and the public servants has disguise source of income.

According to my key informants, “inquires into illicit enrichment are impedes by the lack of mechanisms for monitoring the financial affairs of an appointees, elected persons and the public servants who exhibit extravagant lifestyle” [25, 40]. The respondents further said that, “thought lifestyle checks are more likely than other means of verification to help detection of illicit enrichment; there is no practice in Ethiopia due to the fact that it requires resources intensive to undertaking” [25, 40]. Therefore, Ethiopia needs to use lifestyle check as a source and an aid to detect, investigate and prosecute illicit enrichment.

3.2.4. Use of Third Parties

Investigating and prosecuting illicit enrichment is
complicated further by the use of third parties and front entities to camouflage the true ownership of assets [12]. The participants of interview raised their concern with regard to the use of third parties as one main challenge to investigate and prosecute illicit enrichment.

“Corrupt officials do not deposit large sums illicitly obtained in their personal bank accounts, nor do they hold expensive homes or cars realized from corruption in their own name. Rather, they open bank accounts in the name of associates or a corporation, or find other ways to overshadow the ill-gotten assets from public view” [25, 40].

In such a case, third parties may assert ownership over the assets, who may open bank accounts in the name of associates or a corporation, or find other ways to overshadow the ill-gotten assets from public view. The asset declarations that are submitted by appointees, elected persons or public servants are likely to be accessed under Article 12 of the ADR Proclamation, which states, “all asset declarations being detected by the investigation agency or any other investigative journalist or member of the public. Therefore, the public disclosure of registered information is considered defensible, as the public interest overrides personal interest (privacy right). Article 12 of the ADR Proclamation states that, “all information regarding the registered information assets shall be open to the public and any person who wishes to access information regarding the registration of assets may apply in writing”. The implementation of this provision by the FEACC, however, “is currently facing difficulty since the registered information is not made available to the public at large” [23, 25].

As annual reports produced by the FEACC indicated some of the registered information has already been used by the FEACC itself and other justice bodies for investigation purposes. However, the public has no easy access yet to the registered information nine years after the commencement of the ADR system in the Ethiopia [24]. During my field work, many of my key informants told me that, “the ADR directorate of FEACC is currently facing capacity constraints such as: lack of sufficient number of skilled and experienced force in areas of verification, absence of dedicated personnel, and lack of sufficient training in all the areas of the ADR law implementation” [23, 25].

By way of conclusion, the existence of such capacity limitations has made thing very difficult for the FEACC in its fighting against illicit enrichment through the ADR schemes. And, this may in turn render the ADR system goals largely ineffective.

3.2.6. Lack of Accessibility of Registered Information

The asset declarations that are submitted by appointees, elected persons or public servants should be publically available. Despite the long debate concerning privacy rights vs. public disclosure, there are defensible reasons for making asset declarations publicly available. For further information with regard to privacy right vs. asset disclosure, read section 3.2.1 of this research.

Interestingly, public disclosure can serve as a preventive measure, as the declarations of appointees, elected persons or public servants will be under the scrutiny of the public at large. Moreover, it will increase the possibility of irregular asset declarations being detected by the investigation agency or any other investigative journalist or member of the public. Therefore, the public disclosure of registered information is considered defensible, as the public interest overrides personal interest (privacy right).

Article 12 of the ADR Proclamation states that, “all information regarding the registered information assets shall be open to the public and any person who wishes to access information regarding the registration of assets may apply in writing”. The implementation of this provision by the FEACC, however, “is currently facing difficulty since the registered information is not made available to the public at large” [23, 25].

As annual reports produced by the FEACC indicated some of the registered information has already been used by the FEACC itself and other justice bodies for investigation purposes. However, the public has no easy access yet to the registered information nine years after the commencement of the ADR system in the Ethiopia [24]. During my field work, many of my key informants told me that, “lack of clarity with regard to answer the questions; what information to be disclosed? When and in what mechanisms to be accessed under Article 12(1) of the ADR proclamation, compounded with absence of regulation to implement the ADR proclamation are believed to be one of the principal reasons for curtailing an easy access to the registered information” [23, 25, 41].
This problem is intensified by the lack of modern technological resource to handle the activities of the ADR system. With a view to organizing and publishing registered information in modern technology, various efforts have also been made to implement electronic filing and data management software system for the ADR scheme in collaboration with local company called “Africom PLC” and its Indian counterpart [41]. Nevertheless, the work was not yet completed until the writing of this article due to several reasons [41]. Thus, registered information by any appointees, elected persons and public servants is not yet available to the public online in Ethiopia.

In general, the success story with respect to the ADR system in Ethiopia has so far been limited to registration only. Therefore, the real objectives of the ADR law in combating illicit enrichment crime in the public functions through this scheme has meaningless unless the registered information is made available to the public at large.

3.2.7. Absence of Rigorous Verification of Registered Assets

Verification of declared asset is an extremely crucial element of the ADR systems, and also one of the hardest parameters to implement [14]. Importantly, the verification system should allow the detection of illicit enrichment situations by comparing declaration, access time or against other information such as tax declarations, and real-estate registrations. The absence of a verification mechanism means allegations of corruption crimes; in particular, those concerning illicit enrichment are not investigated. This in turn results the public loss of confidence on anti-corruption agency and other justice bodies, and allows perpetrators to walk free. Therefore, if the content of the declarations are not verified, it is difficult to use the ADR system as a means for detecting and combating illicit enrichment crime.

From its inception to until the time of writing this article, the ADR directorate of FEACC has so far registered the assets of nearly 200,000 elected persons, political appointees and public servants [23, 41]. Nevertheless, registering the assets of those individuals who have the obligation to register their assets is not the end of the story. Rather, the proclamation requires the FEACC to undertake verification on the information submitted by the elected persons, political appointees and public servants [7].

According to my key informants, “the ADR directorate of FEACC verified only 23 of the nearly 200,000 declarations submitted by the elected persons, political appointees and public servants”[24, 41]. An interviewee in relation to policy selection of already registered assets reiterated that, “a target approach which prioritizes the declarations of certain public officials whose responsibilities make them more prone to corruption has not applicable during undertaking of verification” [23, 24, 40]. Rather, random sample verification is the only approach applicable in practice [40]. In these regard, using random select, out of 23 verified declarations, only one detected red flag or indicated discrepancy and referred to FPC investigation bureau for further investigations [40].

In the opinion of the author, though random approach verification can create a deterrent effect throughout the entire pool of those individuals who have the obligation to register their assets, it will be less effective due to the fact that it may leave out an appointee, elected persons and public servants who have high-ranking positions or positions that more prone to corruption. By taking into considerations of the political, economic and social context of Ethiopia, a combination of the above mentioned approaches of verification are recommendable.

In light of these rough figures of verification, it seems difficult to conclude that verification of the accuracy of declarations is properly implemented by FEACC. Regrettably, here, the FEACC has so far lagged behind to undertake verification. An in-depth interview with key informants was conducted to understand the reason behind lack of robust verification. The interviewee mentions that, “lack of adequate man power in the ADR directorate of the FEACC; lack of experience and skill on assets verification; absence of political commitment on part of the FEACC and the government; and absence of technological resources that undertakes the activities related to verification are attributed to the failure” [23, 40, 41].

This raises indeed the question, whether the ADR system in Ethiopia is rather a huge accumulation of paperwork for the mere purpose of window-dressing, than worth the effort. In precise terms, ADR system will only be successful if verification are reliably assure; otherwise, the tool remains empty ritual. The writer of this article, in a personal opinion come to suggest that the FEACC need to undertake rigorous and in depth verification of the already registered assets so as to attain the very purpose of the ADR law in combating illicit enrichment crime.

3.2.8. Problems of Determining the Current Market Value of Registered Assets in Monetary Figures

The legal framework of the ADR law could be challenged by the form of declaration [16]. The Ethiopian ADR form generally request any appointee, elected persons or public servants to provide the market value of the assets [42]. Nevertheless, how to express the market value of assets may raise a number of practical challenges in the identifying illicit enrichment crime.

In Ethiopia, current practices show that, “any appointee, elected person or public servant tend to determine the value of their wealth and assets based on their own beliefs rather than on current market value; therefore, the accuracy of the wealth declared is called into question” [41]. Some studies reveal also that, “providing the market value for real estate or land is challenging, as the value of these assets is in continuous flux and, in most cases, subjective” [13]. On the other hand, according to the interview held with my key informants, “the market value might also not be the most helpful for identifying illicit enrichment, as it is a subjective assessment made by any appointee, elected person or public servant” [25, 40].

Hence, the current form leaves room for manipulation and
artificial increase in the price of the property. In fact, the FEACC has been granted the mandate to verify the information submitted where there is sufficient ground to suspect that the information is false, incomplete and inaccurate [7]. But, the verification process provided under the proclamation by itself does not guarantee the submission of accurate and real market value of property. In these scenarios, any appointee, elected person or public servant can use certain transaction to conceal illicitly obtained assets and other financial expenditures under this gap.

3.2.9. Lack of Political Commitment and Willingness of the Government

In all effort to implement the ADR system successfully, the commitment and willingness of the government is pivotal, as experience shows in other countries. Some author argues that, “lack of political will is a common characteristic of countries where corruption is rampant like Ethiopia” [43]. Further, some suggested also that, “political power in most poor countries is seen as the main and quick gateway to wealth” [44]. Hence, the ADR law is bound to fail in the absence of political will, as there will be no commitment by government to ensure the successful implementation of the law.

The key informants of my study those actually experienced with the process demonstrate that, “the lack of political will on the part of the government is one of the major obstacles to effective implementation of the ADR law in combating illicit enrichment crime in Ethiopia” [23, 25, 40]. According to my informants, this lack of political will exhibits itself on the following grounds.

“Firstly, since its adoption nine years ago, Council of Minister is not yet issued regulation to implement the ADR proclamation. Legal researchers often show that most laws fail to achieve the intended goals due to the absence of subsidiary laws. Secondly, the absence of punishment for defaulting an appointee, elected persons and public servants which in turn result non- deterrence effect on that official illicitly obtained assets. Thirdly, lack of accessibility of registered information’s for public at large. Lastly, absence of robust verification of already registered information, compounded with lack of experience and sufficient numbers of skilled force as the work is new in the country” [23, 25, 40].

In the opinion of the author, overall, the absence of political will in the implementation of the ADR law results in a lack of commitment to the enforcement of corruption laws in general and illicit enrichment crime specifically, and the punishment of corruption offenders. Even if every other aspect is put in place, without political will, the fight against illicit enrichment crime through the ADR system will remain futile in Ethiopia. This partly shows why corruption has persisted in the midst of varied anti-corruption legislation and institutions in Ethiopia.

3.2.10. Lack of Enforcement for Non-Compliance of Assets Disclosure and Registration Law

Unarguably, failure to comply with the ADR law by any appointee, elected persons and public servants entails administrative liability in the form of a fine and criminal punishment in Ethiopia. Though Ethiopia’s ADR law recognizes the imposition of penalty on those persons who lately register his or her assets, fails to disclose his or her assets, and intentionally submits incorrect disclosure; [7] the implementation and enforcement of sanctions have been, and still are challenges in law and in practice.

Initially, ADR law fails to specify authority to sanction an appointee, elected persons and public servants who fillings lately their assets. Hereunder, it is important to understand that lack of clarity with regard to authority to sanction late registration of assets is a major issue which may hinder the effectiveness of the ADR system in combating corruption. This gap in law put those persons obliged to register their assets above the law and encourages a culture of impunity to thrive unchecked. Whilst some the appointee, elected persons and public servants submit their assets regularly, others do not submit at all, thus rendering the ADR system ineffective. Indeed, “in practice, there is no statistics on the implementation of the penalty prescribed in the ADR proclamation with regard to an appointee, elected persons and public servants who lately register their assets, fails to disclose their assets, and intentionally submits incorrect disclosure” [23, 25, 30, 40]. Thus, both the ADR law and practices are vague in this regard.

In nutshell, in Ethiopia, the ADR law in relation to imposition of penalty upon an appointee, elected persons and public servants who faild to observe it remains paper tiger. In other words, without punishment for breach of ADR law, the law becomes merely political propaganda. Thus, unpunished violators of the ADR law encourage further corruption crimes, which in turn lead to its widespread or systemic, and eventually to its being accepted as inevitable. Therefore, Ethiopia needs to be effectively implementing the ADR law with regard to sanction and enforcement element so as to achieve its objectives to combat illicit enrichment crime.

4. Conclusion and Recommendations

This article has discussed the ADR law as an anti-corruption tool. Corruption exists in every society; it is apparently exceptional in Africa. According to TI, Ethiopia is perceived to be one of the most corrupt countries in Africa.

In order to curb corruption, among other laws and strategies, the government of Ethiopia has promulgated the ADR law. Though the practice is different, the Ethiopian ADR law has been designed to avoid possible conflict of interest and prevention of corruption crimes as well as to assist in the detection, investigation, and prosecution of underlying act of possession of unexplained property of public officials who have acquired wealth corruptly.

This article is aimed at examining the adequacy, practical significances and challenges of the ADR law in combating illicit enrichment crime in Ethiopia. To achieve this purpose, a researcher employed a combination of doctrinal and empirical legal approaches. Accordingly, the researcher has analyzed the laws and collected data through interviews with
expert from FEACC, FAG, and FPC. Then, the data were analyzed and interpreted to draw conclusions. Based up on the research findings, the major challenges that are negatively hindering the ADR law in effectively combating illicit enrichment in Ethiopia are: ADR law vis-a-vis right to privacy; human rights and constitutional challenges to illicit enrichment crime; absence of lifestyle checks; use of third parties; capacity constraints of the ADR expert; lack of accessibility of registered information; absence of rigorous verification of registered assets; lack of regulation to enforce the ADR law; problems of determining the current market value of registered assets in monetary figures; lack of political commitment and willingness of the government; and lack of enforcement for non-compliance of the ADR law. The findings of this research may serve as an input for better implementation of the ADR law in combating illicit enrichment crime and stepping stone for conducting such kind of study in the future.

On the basis of the aforementioned conclusion, my recommendation includes:

i. Ethiopia should hardly work on the primary focus of illicit enrichment purpose of the ADR system so as to prosecute corrupt officials.

ii. Article 13 of the ADR proclamation state that “any asset of an appointee, an elected person or a public servant not registered in accordance with this proclamation shall, in the absence of proof to the contrary, be considered as an unexplained property”. Understandably, this is intended to facilitate effective prosecution of illicit enrichment crime. However, Article 20(3) of the FDRE constitution does not provides an exception to the presumption of innocence and permits reverse onus provisions in certain circumstances. This standard is not stipulated in the international human rights conventions. It is clear that shifting the burden of proof will minimize the accused’s ability to his or her case and violates his or her right to presumption of innocence guaranteed under international instruments. In order to create conformity with international human rights and anti-corruption instruments, the government should address this shortcoming through enabling accused to properly defend his case.

iii. The FEACC is unable to effectively handle and verify assets so much forms early in its life. Failing this, declarations have no deterrent effect, making illicit enrichment less unattractive and severely weakening the ADR framework. So, the FEACC should undertake rigorous and in depth verification of the already registered assets so as to combat illicit enrichment crime.

iv. As to accessibility of declared information, the law should clearly specify what information to be disclosed and the mechanisms to be accessed it. The FEACC should publish the registered assets of the public officials and civil servants, as well as the names of officials who do not comply with the ADR law, on their webpage and in a gazette that has high readership.

v. The government should use lifestyle check as a standard of verification approach and an aid to detect, investigate and prosecute illicit enrichment crime.

vi. The legislature or FEACC should issue law or specific guidelines which would allow the public officials and civil servants to determine the monetary value of their assets in monetary figures. If this occurs, declarations will do a better job of showing how wealthy public officials are and of revealing illicit enrichment crime.

vii. There should be application of sanctions for non-submission, late submission and false declaration. Authority to sanctions late registration of assets should be explicitly identified and penalty attached to it should also be severe. Law enforcement bodies need to show a track record of investigated cases with regard to failure to comply with the ADR law and should regularly report on case statistics to the public.

viii. Since there is no sufficient political will and commitment to promote the ADR regime in Ethiopia, the government should demonstrate political will and commitment.

ix. The FEACC and law enforcement bodies should provide adequate training for its employees concerning the purposes of the ADR scheme in combating corruption crimes and its remedies for the breach of the ADR law.
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